ONE MILLION DOLLAR COIN
W H I T E P A P E R
V1
12 June 2021

next edition V2 expected 12 July

OU R PU R P OS E
One Million Dollar Coin is not

Together with our community we

just any coin. We are One Million

will make great things happen for

Dollar Coin (1MDC) and our

our owners, people that support

purpose is to bring wealth to our

us and those who are in need of

owners and make their dreams

help.

come true. Holders of One Million
Dollar Coin are not just holders.
They are the owners of 1MDC. The
initial goal was to raise the value
of our pre-sale price with at least
100000% (x1000).
Time has learned us that our goals
can and should be even bigger.
We want to keep increasing
the value of our coin while also
making dreams of our holders
become reality. In this whitepaper
we will show you in full detail,
how we are planning to make this
happen.
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OU R PL A N
Every transaction with One

demand for One Million Dollar

Million Dollar Coin has a 15% fee

Coin. We will start by focusing on

included. This fee will be send to

investors who have experience

a secure wallet which is managed

with crypto and DeFi-tokens.

by the developers team of One

Once we have built a decent

Million Dollar Coin. This 15% fee

holders base with this method

sounds like a big loss in your

we will expand our marketing to

initial investment but will actually

investors in general. Eventually we

be the key to the growth of One

want to let everyone know about

Million Dollar Coin and thus your

1MDC. We will create services to

investment as well.

make it as easy as possible for
anyone to buy and hold 1MDC.

One Million Dollar Coin is
designed and made for holders.

Besides growing the price by

This 15% fee will make it more

promoting 1MDC and expanding

appealing to hold 1MDC rather

our marketing campaigns, we will

than selling at a small profit. We,

also give back to our community

the team behind One Million

directly. We will be doing monthly

Dollar Coin will reinvest this 15%

giveaways with prices worth

fee directly back into the growth

$1.000.000 or more. These prices

of One Million Dollar Coin. We

can be almost anything our

will use these funds to start

owners would like to have. From

marketing campaigns for One

cars to watches, from houses to

Million Dollar Coin. Marketing

collectibles. You name it and we

will let more people know about

will give it away.

our coin. This will increase the
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OU R PL A N
If more people get to know
about 1MDC, we will grow our
community bigger and bigger.
Our community is our most
important asset. We will make it
possible for the owners of 1MDC
to bring input in the future of
their investment. If the
community comes up with an
idea that will benefit 1MDC and
the holders, the developers will
try to make this idea become
reality. This will make our holders
become real owners of 1MDC.
In our whitepaper we will show
our marketing plan for the next
month. We will update our
whitepaper every month so our
owners can easily track our
marketing plans and give us
feedback or input to improve
together.
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TOK E N OM ICS
One Million Dollar Coin is a token

TOTAL S UPPLY

that has been issued on the

The current total supply of 1MDC

Binance Smart Chain network.

on the date of release of this

The Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

whitepaper is 562.633.943.938.729

is a blockchain network that runs

1MDC. The total supply used to

in parallel to the Binance Chain.

be 750.000.000.000.000 tokens

BSC allows for smart contract

but we have already burned

functionality and is compatible

187.932.678.790.142 tokens. The

with the Ethereum Virtual

total supply can not increase but

Machine (EVM).

the total supply can shrink. Once
our locked tokens will unlock,

The Binance Smart Chain is well

more big burns will happen. This

known and already has a great

will affect the total supply (in a

foundation of useful and safe

good way for holders). You can

wallets. Metamask, Trust Wallet or

check when the locked tokens will

Safepal are wallets that have been

unlock here:

around for a while and proofed

https://dxsale.app/app/pag-

their safety. These wallets have

es/dxlockview?id=0& ad-

great security to ensure that only

d=0xF67211A3d17b9977Ff-

you can access your coins and

319daB7 0038a6c3d09ca01&-

tokens. We recommend using

type=tokenlock&chain=BSC

any of these wallets to keep your
1MDC safe.
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TOK E N OM ICS
PR E-SALE
During the pre-sale of 1MDC a
total of 387.234.000.000 tokens
have been sold.
DEVE LO PER S TOK E N S
The developers have no special
wallet or discount at buying 1MDC
tokens.
TRAN S AC T I ON F E E WA L LET
Every transaction has a 15%
fee. This fee will be deposited
directly into a special wallet that is
managed by the developers.
These funds will be used for our
marketing campaign and our
other goals. Once 1MDC needs
these funds, the tokens will
gradually be sold to make the
impact on the price as small as
possible.
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TEAM

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

MARKETING DIRECTOR

San de r Bu iten d ij k

E r wi n S chi l de r

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER

M a rco J an sen

Cl a i re Fra ns m a n

CHIEF COMPLIANCE OFFICER

PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Gerd a Ho eks t ra

Es m e e H e n dri ks
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TEAM

ACCOUNTANT

BLOCKCHAIN ANALYST

Ma rco William s

Dex te r Li n de m an

SOF TWARE ARCHITECT

BLOCKCHAIN ANALYST

A n drea s Jo h n s o n

Ke nj i Sa to u

BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT

Steve n Waken
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M A R KETING P L AN
Banners

Influencers

As you may have noticed we have

We have already had 18

kicked our marketing campaign

influencers post about 1MDC. We

off with our digital banners that

have tried both Instagram stories

are visible on different crypto

and Instagram posts. These posts

related websites. We have several

would direct viewers towards our

banners with different looks and

website. There have been general

sizes running on multiple

posts and posts about our

websites. These banners are

giveaway (more information

focused on attracting new

about this later). During the

investors that are already familiar

month June you will start to see

with investing in crypto and DeFi

1MDC on more social media pages

tokens. They can direct you to our

of influencers. We are currently

website or directly towards our

talking with several other

telegram group. These banners

influencers that might be willing

will stay up on these websites

to post about us throughout June.

until at least the end of June 2021.

We will continue this marketing

After June we will probably keep

strategy for a long time. If you

these campaigns up but also

know any influencers that might

expand towards different

be suitable for our marketing

websites.

campaign and willing to post
about us, let us know!
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M A R KETING P L AN
In our whitepaper we will show
our marketing plan for this
month. We will update our
whitepaper every month so our
owners can easily track our
marketing plans and give us
feedback or input to improve
together.
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G I VEAWAY
1MDC will be doing monthly giveaways with a total value of $1.000.000.
Once you hold 1MDC in your wallet with a value of at least $50 you are
eligible to win a prize in our giveaway. We will be giving our first prizes
away once we hit 1500 holders. The first prizes will be:
•

A brand new Bentley Bentayga

•

A brand new audi RS Q8

•

A brand new Range Rover Sport

•

A brand new Audi RS Q3

The rules for our giveaway are as follows:
•

If you are holding 1MDC tokens worth at least $50 you are eligible

to win during our giveaways
•

We tried our best to make this giveaway available for everyone.

Unfortunately we are not able to ship the prices to Iran, Iraq, Cuba,
North Korea, Sudan, Syria, Brazil, China, Israel, and Kuwait. If you live in
one of these countries and win a prize we will reward you in BNB or
1MDC.
•

If you win a car you are not allowed to sell or remove the

marketing material from the car for the first 6 months after receiving
the car.
•

If you have ever sold 1MDC you are not eligible to participate in

our giveaways anymore. Our giveaways are for real holders just like
how 1MDC is designed.
Once you agree to receive a prize you automatically agree to these
terms. If a wallet that isn’t eligible wins, we will pick a new winner.
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R OADM A P

Launching
the coin
Available for
sale. Launch
of website and
social media
channels.

Speed 5X

Speed 30X

Speed 60X

We prepare the
launch pad. We fuel
the rockets and we
set our course for
our take-off.

From now we will spend every
month million dollar on marketing.
Money can’t buy love, but it can
get you where you want to go.

The first major
exchange
that invites us
will receive a
donation of
$2.000.000.

Speed 900X
We release our
own exchange
and wallet. Our
community is so
strong no one
can stop us. We
start to conquer
the crypto world.

Supersonic engine
speed 350X

Speed 175X

Our supersonic engines
turn on when our
ambassador announces
himself. He has influence
all over the world. The
crypto world will be
SHOCKED!

Influencer challenges. Influencers can
sign up for our promo campaign. The
winners will be rewarded as follows: The
first place receives $3.000.000 worth of
One Million Dollar Coin. 2nd place will
receive $2.000.000 and the 3rd place will
receive $1.000.000. MONEY TALKS BABY!

Speed 1000X

Conquer the cryptocurrency market

You will start to hear
people like your uncle
talk about One Million
Dollar Coin. Gains keep
growing and we are
getting ready for the
next big step.

As holders we have enough money and power. We are
considered as the majority now. You will find us in every
country and even on sea. During our journey we have gained
enough experience to go even further. Now it’s time to make
the best decentralized bank in the world together. We will
make best payment solutions for the future.
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A UD IT
We had our coin audited and these are the results see below
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1 Million Dollar Coin
Smart Contract Security Audit

TechRate
June, 2021

Background
TechRate was commissioned by 1 Million Dollar Coin to perform an
audit of smart contracts:
https://bscscan.com/address/0xda8259040ed9c7d90e12b3b322bfe10b2eac5430#co
de

The purpose of the audit was to achieve the following:
● Ensure that the smart contract functions as intended.
● Identify potential security issues with the smart contract.
The information in this report should be used to understand the risk exposure of the
smart contract, and as a guide to improve the security posture of the smart contract
by remediating the issues that were identified.

Issues Checking Status
Issue description

Checking status

1.

Compiler errors.

Passed

2.

Race conditions and Reentrancy. Cross-function race
conditions.

Passed

3.

Possible delays in data delivery.

Passed

4.

Oracle calls.

Passed

5.

Front running.

Passed

6.

Timestamp dependence.

Passed

7.

Integer Overflow and Underflow.

Passed

8.

DoS with Revert.

Passed

9.

DoS with block gas limit.

Passed

10. Methods execution permissions.

Passed

11. Economy model of the contract.

Passed

12. The impact of the exchange rate on the logic.

Passed

13. Private user data leaks.

Passed

14. Malicious Event log.

Passed

15. Scoping and Declarations.

Passed

16. Uninitialized storage pointers.

Passed

17. Arithmetic accuracy.

Passed

18. Design Logic.

Passed

19. Cross-function race conditions.

Passed

20. Safe Open Zeppelin contracts implementation and
usage.

Passed

21. Fallback function security.

Passed

CO NTAC T
If you have any questions you can always ask them in our contact
form or send them to our e-mail address. We are willing to answer
all of y
our questions about One Million Dollar Coin.
1 Million Dollar Coin
Email:
Info@1milliondollarcoin.com
Telegram:
https://t.me/onemilliondollarcoincrypto
Announcemen channel:
thttps://t.me/onemilliondollarcoinannouncement
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/1mdollarcoin
Facbook:
https://www.facebook.com/1mdollarcoin
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/1mdollarcoin
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